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Nondestructive and Quantitative Characterization
of TRU and LLW Mixed-Waste Using

Active and Passive Gamma-Ray Spectrometry
and Computed Tomography

t

I. TECHNOLOGY DESIGNATION

The technology being proposed by LLNL is an Active and Passive Computed Tomography
(A&P CT) Drum Scanner for contact-handled (CH) wastes. It combines the advantages offered by
two well-developed nondestructive assay technologies: gamma-ray spectrometry and computed
tomography (CT). Coupled together, these two technologies offer to nondestructively and quantitatively
characterize mixed-wastes forms.

Gamma-ray spectrometry uses one or more external radiation detectors to passively and
nondestructively measure the energy spectrum emitted from a closed container. From the resulting
spectrum one can identify most radioactivities detected, be they transuranic isotopes, mixed-fission
products, activation products or environmental radioactivities. Spectral libraries exist at LLNL for all four.

Active (A) or transmission CT is a well-developed, nondestructive medical and industrial technique
that uses an external-radiation beam to map regions of varying attenuation within a container. Passive (P)
or emission CT is a technique mainly developed for medical applications, e.g., single-photon emission
CT. Nondestructive industrial uses of PCT are under development and just coming into use. PCT allows
one to localize and identify most of the detected radioactivities within a closed container. The fundamental
key is to use the ACT attenuation data to correct the PCT data for either homogeneous- or heterogeneous-
waste-matrix absorption. The result is an accurate, quantitative assay of all detectable radioisotopes
within a waste form.

II. NEED FOR THE TECHNOLOGY

The environmental and operational problem being addressed is the characterization and classi-
fication of various nuclear waste forms. Some of these wastes are buried, while non-buried waste forms
exist in various sized boxes, drums, crates and specialized containers. All of these waste forms are subject
to numerous disposal and shipment regulations, which are increasing both in number and in specificity.

There are numerous regulations relevant to the categorization of nuclear wastes. Three important
statues are 40 CFR 191, which discusses environmental radiation protection standards for the disposal of
TRU wastes; 10 CFR 61 discusses the licensing requirements for land disposal of radioactive wastes; and
40 CFR 264 defines site performance and RCRA [Resource Conservation and Recovery Act]
requirements. Other DOE regulatory requirements are specified in DOE 5820.2A. It discusses regulations
relevant to all classes of radioactive wastes. DOE 069 Rev 4 discusses the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) waste acceptance criteria for both contact- (CH) and remote-handled (RH) wastes and mixed TRU
wastes. Finally, 49 CFR 173 covers regulations applicable to the transportation of radioactive wastes.
Other federal regulations require the identification of volatile and non-volatile organic compounds (VOCs
and non-VOCs) and of hazardous heavy metals. More discussion of these regulations appears in Ref. [1].

Drummed, boxed, and crated wastes exist at almost every DOE site. Over one million nuclear
waste drums are stored or buried throughout the DOE Complex [2] and current drum-generation rates
exceed 10,000/year. Future DOE decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) efforts will increase this
rate dramatically [3]. All DOE wastes generated are assumed to be transuranic unless shown to be
otherwise. Thus, all wastes must be certified as below regulatory concern, low level wastes (LLW),
transuranic (TRU) or outside the bounds of the latter. Their accurate characterization will also assist in the
safe handling, storage, and further treatment of their contents, if necessary.
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Sites we
v,s,te_ Site: Stored Buried

Many drums are located at Hanford 40,000 436,000 The TRU and LLW

those sites shown in Fig. 1; and waste generationratethroughout the DOEWC
these and all other DOE sites will _/ INEL 144,000 228,000 Is ~11,000 drums/year.
eventually ship their TRU certi-
fied CH wastes to WIPP, while LOS Alamos 28,000 56.000

I
their certified LLW will be ship- NevadaTest Site 4,000 lt !s est/mated that
ped to regional land disposal sites .-12.5% of the storedand
once established. Ali DOE sites _/ Oak Ridge 8,000 24,000 buriedwasteare LLW.

will require sufficient nondestruc- |tive assay (NDA) or evaluation _/ RockyFiats 46,000# ? Is the % greater? J
(NDE) assay instrumentation to _/ savannahRiver 12.000 20,0oo
certify that their wastes meet all

TOTALS: 282,000 764,000
relevant regulations. Hence, ali
DOE sites will benefit from the • Eq,_v,,ent,#,ms. 78,18o.55g,,.,#,,,,s+ _ _,oxe_. boxes. r_uPaCs. Pon_.a_,_sa,,-crete
development and implementation Fig. 1. Some of the DOE sites with stored and buried 55-gal. drummed wastes.
of a noninvasive technology that can accurately assay the radioactive contents of mixed wastes, and
identify the presence of VOCs, non-VOCs or heavy metals.

We will demonstrate a 55-gallon A&PCT, CH waste-drum scanner. Once it is successfully demon-
s/rated, the technology can be further developed to characterize drums with 30- to 96-gal. capacity and
small boxes (-l'x2'x2'). In the future, the technology may be developed to quantify the contents of larger
sized containers such as crates (4'x4'x7'), remote-handled (RH) waste forms, and reactor fuel bundles.

The proposed A&P CT drum scanner will be a system that will easily integrate into INEL's Buffed
Waste Characterization management plan [4]. It will consists of a computer-controlled, motorized, drum-
platform that very accurately positions and repositions a drum horizontally, rotationally, and in elevation.
The system will also include a transmission source 066Ho); sufficient shielding to protect personnel from
the transmission beam source and from any activity within the drum; one high-purity germanium (HPGe)
radiation detector with supporting pulse electronics; a computer to process signals and data; a mass storage
device to store spectra and data; an operator terminal; and an output printer. Small containers and drums
would be inserted into the A&P CT scanner system and, in effect, automatically scanned. Results would
indicate whether the waste are: below LLW guidelines; satisfy LLW requirements; are TRU; or exceed the
TRU guidelines. Results would also satisfy RCRA and Department of Transporation (DOT) regulations.

The proposed A&P CT scanner will generate a complete description of the internal contents of a
waste drum that existing techniques cannot provide. For NDA purposes the scanner will accurately
identify, localize and quantify detected isotopes within the drum, and provide a 3-D attenuation map of
drum contents. Currently, three NDE/NDA techniques are used: real-time radiography (RTR), segmented
gamma-ray scanning (SGS) and passive-active neutron (PAN) interrogation. RTR is an NDE method that
portrays x-ray transmission images of a drum's contents on a TV screen so that nonconforming materials
(e.g. free liquids, pressurized containers, etc.) are identified. SGS is an NDA method designed to measure
only the amount of detectable z35Uor 239pu present in a waste drum and it does not localize any activity,
nor does it properly correct for the absorption of any overlying matrix materials. PAN is an NDA method
that determines the gram amount of spontaneous (passive) and induced (active) fissionable isotopes
present in wastes. It does not properly correct for either absorption or neutron multiplication caused by the
waste matrix materials. Both NDA techniques were developed to determine fissile materials in
homogeneous waste forms and have been somewhat successful. However, they were not intended to be
used to characterize all forms of wastes as current regulations require, and they do not obtain meaningful
data for heterogeneous-waste forms [5]. Therefore, both are continuously being retrofitted and improved
[6] to try to meet current regulations. Future regulations may become even more stringent and restrictive.

Due to the shortcomings of current NDA techniques, the quality of the A&P CT data would best be
determined by comparing scanner results to "working-reference-material drums" being fabricated by the
Interface Working Group [5]. A&P CT generates detailed attenuation and isotopic information per volume
element (voxel = t_x, Ay, Az) within a waste drum, information which is unattainable by RTR or SGS.
A&P CT data can be used to calculate both RTR and SGS results, since the former is just a 2-D projection
of a 3-D drum and the latter provides data averaged over many voxels for a segment of the drum. There-
fore, A&P CT data sets can "interrogate" the accuracy of RTR, SGS, and PAN scans but not visa versa.
Since the proposed A&P CT data define the waste-matrix composition more accurately than either SGS or
PAN, its results may modify their data and define how best to use the latter two techniques. The extent to
which A&P CT data can improve RTR or PAN results must await results from the A&P CT scanner.
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III. DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF TECHNOLOGY

A. Description

1. Operating Principles

The equipment and operating principle of the A&P CT drum scanner is similar to that used for an
SGS drum scanner, but differs in three respects. The CT scanner performs a complete spectral analysis,
more elaborate drum manipulation, and image reconstruction. Figure 2 shows the two measurement modes
required for active (A) and passive (P) computed tomo_aphy or CT. CT requires a container be trans-
lated, rotated and elevated through positional steps that are selectable in size. The main motion difference
between the proposed A&P CT and the SGS scanner is that the former uses well-collimated active and
passive beam measurements. This collimation requires an additional degree of freedom, i.e., horizontal

• translation of the drum completely across the active beam. This is not required by the SGS scanner.

The ACT mode shown in Active CT (ACT) Passive CT (PET)
• Fig. 2 utilizes a well collimated

Multi-energy ACT quantitatively PeT localizes the waste activity to a
gamma-ray source to interrogate maps the drum's contents specific volume element in the drum
the attenuation of wastes within a

 um. amma-r ya t na  o
will decrease with increasing ,ttonuat,,gst'o"°_Y _ /--_"d_°"u_'ddesour_s
gamma-ray energy; while for any _.mm.-,.y__ object ,,.,_ ._ drumw.stes
given energy, attenuation will so,,¢,_

decrease with increasing material _ - _ (// _'_"i _.density. The source strength is
known but the attenuation /-.-,_" _- /,_"
function of the transmitted _ _'_-" _ l
radiation is unknown. Recording l Profileofgammaraysfrom

drum Isotope distribution.
data at multiple mono-energetic ,.ro.,. of gamma-ray Intensities Modified by drum content

modified by drum content thickness attenuation coefficients and
gamma ray energies simultaneously ,.n conlent altenuaUon _fflclenls position within the drum.

allows one to reconstruct a "map" Fig. 2. The two measurement modes used in A&P CT scanning.
of the 3 -D distribution of internal
materials. The PeT mode is carried out using similar translation, rotation, and elevation steps as used for
ACT. The PeT mode measures all detectable radioactivities within a drum by using one or more
collimated HPGe detectors outside the drum. PeT makes no assumptions about the contents of a drum or
the strength of any internal radioactivities. In principle, it localizes all detectable radioactivities.

Coupling the ACT and PeT modes allows one to make accurate and quantitative attenuation
corrections specific to the location of any radioactivity detected. Thus, one is able to identify and quantify
accurately most detected isotopes within the drum. The results for the total drum activity and mass can be
printed out in tabular form as a function of isotope, and both modes can be displayed as 3-D images.

2. Full Scale Operations

Figure 3 shows a conceptual drawing for a full scale, 5-HPGe detector, A&P CT drum scanner.
We call this system IMPACT: Isotope Measurement by Passive and Active Computed Tomography.
A system with n-detectors will allow
data to be taken in both the A and P _,,, '"He

s°urce t

CT modes about n-times faster than _r,,f_,_.c....--_, Collimator(s) collimator-, tste
when a single detector is used• We i,r.t i HPQ.

Detectors _ ebelieve practical measurements will
• show that the ACT and PeT ..¢ons_.ct,o. _ _ _ ',......

measurements must be performed
separately. The active mode uses a
very strong source in order to provide I/high-quality attenuation "map" infor-
mation as rapidly as possible, while f_'---"_f/_/,,I

the passive measurement seeks to _// _J Elevate
localize and identify the weakest
internal radiations detectable.

Translate

Fig. 3. Sketch of IMPACT, a 5-HPGe detector A&P CT drum scanner.
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In addition, multiple mono-energy ACT maps can be used to determine the density and effective
atomic numbers as a function of spatial location. These may allow us to evaluate and localize both non-
volatile organic compound (non-VOC) materials and heavy metals. Coupling the ACT maps with the RTR
image data may positively identify occasional unidentifiable drum contents. Finally, the spatial density and
effective-atomic-number information obtained may improve PAN's neutron interrogation results, because
the ACT results can be used to model, and thereby better define, the often unknown or poorly known
heterogeneous matrix of materials within a drum.

Finally, in order to implement a full-scale A&P CT system at the demonstration site (assumed to be
INEL's Stored Waste Experimental Pilot Plant or SWEPP), careful coordination between the developers
(LLNL) and implementers (INEL) must occur. However, SWEPP's flow sheet would not change since it
routinely handles waste drums lor existing RTR, PAN and SGS systems. Drum throughput would depend
on the time spent scanning a drum with a single- or multiple-HPGe-detector system. Such an A&P CT

• scanner will have little to no impact on SWEPP's mass balance, its design, its operational or its
maintenance requirements. Provision for resupply of liquid nitrogen (LN) for the scanner's HPGe
detector(s) will be required. The full-scale drum scanner will produce no effluent nor any by-products.

i

3. Relationship between Proposed Demonstration and Full-scale Operation

We propose to demonstrate a 1-HPGe detector A&P CT drum scanner. For this system only the
center detector of the five shown in Fig. 3 is used, and the transmission-beam collimator will emit a
"pencil" beam instead of a fan beam. Clearly, with fewer detectors, the time required to perform an entire
drum scan will be longer than for a 5-HPGe-detector scanner.

The operational constraints on a proposed 1-HPGe-detector, demonstration system will be some-
what reduced from those required for a full-scale 5-HPGe-detector system. A 1-HPGe-detector A&P CT
drum scanner system will require less SWEPP-site preparation, but will probably require more handling
of drums. The 5-HPGe-detector IMPACT system used in full-scale operations requires more
development time, but once implemented would have an automated-drum-handling system; thus,
requiring less "hands-on" interaction by SWEPP personnel.

B. Research to Date: Demonstrated Performance

LLNL has successfully developed x- and gamma-ray ACT for the past 6 years [7-9] and PCT for
the past year [10]. These efforts have been directed at obtaining high-spatial-resolutions on relatively
small-sized objects (Nl-in. 3 to 1-ft3). Therefore, in examining the use of A&P CT for the nondestructive
analysis of mixed-waste drums, we used existing, well-developed CT systems to look at 1/6th-scale 55-
gallon drums. Since the concept has been successfully demonstrated at this scale, there is very little risk
in the imp!ementation of a full-scale system. It simply requires an extension of principles already
achieved in the small-scale A&P CT systems, but with the experimental parameters and equipment
properly scaled for full-sized drums.

F_dlograph of a ACT slices at two
In FY1990 [7,8], we made an ACT scan simuLateclwl_drum diff_em_sllcepll_nes

using a 6°Co source on a 1/6th-scale, 55-gallon drum
that contained a drill bit gauge, a broken screw-driver,
a rolled-up plastic booty, a plastic marking pen (non-
VOCs), glass and plastic test tubes, Cd and Pb
samples, and a 5-rail-thick thorium foil (heavy metal), sea, 1
A false-color radio_aph of the can is shown in Fig.
4. Two false color ACT attenuation"maps" are
shown to the right; they were reconstructed using the
1.17-MEV gamma-ray from 6°Co at two different scan0
slice-plane heights. This demonstrates the ability of
ACT technology to identify a broad range of material
matrix attenuations noninvasively, non-VOC materials
and heavy metals. Note that the 5-mil-thick thorium
foil translates into a 30-rail-thick piece of heavy metal Fig. 4. Radiograph of a ]/6-scale55-gallon waste drum.
within a full-sized 55-gallon drum. The ACT data can See textfor contentdescription.ReconstructedCTimages
also be reconstructed and displayed in 3-D fashion for of twosliceplanes from the 1.17-MeV 6OCopeak.
better visualization at any angle or perspective.
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In FY 1991, we demonstrated [10] our
PCT capabilities by localizing, identifying
and quantifying a 95_tCi 133Ba radioisotope
source that was located inside a 1/6th-scale,

55-gallon drum. Figure 5 shows a ....... 1.....' I
radiograph of the container, one ACT image Looa,_on
and one PCT image. The ACT scan at 317-
keV was acquired using an 192Irsource and '".__:_ _'._"___ °'
shows the location of blocks of lucite located _o_ce
at (0°), glass (72°), copper (144°), concrete I
(216°), aluminum (288o), and the location of ,..."z._w, ---
a thin-mylar-covered metallic ring upon
which the a33Ba source was mounted. The

PCT scan of the 133Basource at 303-keV was I' ".... '- _' .... :- ":- J
acquired with the source surounded by the ,_,,,.,* -.
same collection of heterogeneous-matrix atten- Fig. 5. Radiograph of a 1/6th-scale 55-gallon drum (left), and
uators. The "bicycle-wheel-spoke-effect"in the 317-keV ACT image (upper) and 303-keV PCT image (lower).
PCT image reflects a limited number of emission
projections, while the variation in spoke intensity indicates differing relative attenuations cause by the five
different materials. The 317-keV ACT attenuation data were used to accurately quantify the strength of the
133Ba-intemal source at 303-keV inspite of the heterogeneity of the materials within the can.

Knowing both the location of a radioisotope within a container and the attenuation of the overlying
materials, we can apply near-exact attenuation corrections for any materials contained within a drum. The
fight hand part of Fig.
6 plots the linear upp.r_,, ,7 ..v ,..0_, ,or t,. ,..t. o--_.,_g_o_......
attenuation coefficent ,oo_o_.,,so, _,,o_,_......... , ,.__._,_,....
versus distance along ,..,._,_ _,,: .......
two selected paths in a
1/6th-scale 55-gallon I
drum. Such lineouts _'_-
allow us to calculate °"'_*'-
accurate attenuation_

corrections for all the °°"_-._____,["__k}\r' $_J !!!i_.;.i__

activities that are de- r ...... ,

tected. Adding up all 'v._.,.-_?__..of the contributions "-__" "
from all of the cor-

rected radioactivities ,.,._,.............,, .,.,._, ,,... ..., .,.. .. ._._ o.,. ,._, _.-., o._,, ..,_, .._, o.._, .,._
. __ ..............

located within a drum ..,_.,_ o, oo,o_._o_..., ._,.._._..... ,,,o_.._ ,. ,,=
results in a quantita-
tively accurate measure- Fig. 6. The Scan 0 slice-plane map shown in Fig. 4 with two lineouts, SO and Sl.

ment of the total amount The variation of linear attenuation across SO and SI are shown to the right. Color-bar
of internal radioactivity, differences represent variations in the linear attenuation coefficients, which indicate

Thus, we are able to dc- variations in density and atomic number, i.e., air, screwdriver shaft, Th foil, glass, etc.
clare the contents of

mixed-wastes as low level (LLW), transuranic (TRU) or wastes outside the bounds of both categories.

For the proposed A&P CT drum scanner, no significant "problem" areas remain but there are
unresolved issues that must be clarified by means of a systematic development program. First, we must
define the ACT and PCT operating parameters to be used in a 1-HPGe-detector-based system. This
includes determining the optimum aperture for both the transmission source and HPGe detector, and the
rotational (zx0),translational (Ax) and elevational (zxz)step sizes to be used, which may differ for the ACT
and PCT modes. The optimum data acquisition time spent at each step is determined by the ACT source
strength, the waste density and the statistical accuracy required of the attenuation "maps." PCT data
acquisition times will determine the minimum detectable limits and associnted errors as a function of matrix
density and isotope. Ali of the above parameters, once defined, will determine the drum throughput rate.
We will use a prototype 1-HPGe-detector A&t-_CT system now being assembled at LLNL to begin to
define these parameters. Parallel to this effort we will order, procure, assemble, test and optimize the 1-
HPGe-detector A&P CT system to be delivered to SWEPP for demonstration, test and evaluation during
INEL's planned buffed waste integrated demon_;tration.
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C. Readiness for Demonstration

We are assembling a prototype 1-Hl'Ge-detector A&P CT system and are defining the parameters
necessary to carryout an A&P CT drum scan (see preceeding paragraph), lt is not prudent to deploy this
primitive prototype to SWEPP for demonstration; rather it would be better to deploy a complete, stand-
alone A&P CT system. This will require the procurement of one HPGe detector and its supporting
electronics, a drum turntable, and computerized data acquisition and image reconstruction hardware. In
the paragraphs below we state the time and funding required to procure, assemble, test and deploy such a
system to SWEPP.

This 1-HPGe-detector A&P CT system can be made operational at SWEPP by the end of FY 1993.
This system will be designed, procured and assembled during the remaining 9-months of FY92. lt will be
tested and optimized at LLNL prior to delivery to SWEPP in the first half of FY93; delivered to SWEPP in
the third quarter of FY1993; and installed there during the fourth quarter of FY93. The demonstration,
testing and evaluation for 55-gallon drums using this system would begin late in FY93 and be further
optimized by the LLNL and SWEPP staff in early FY94.

' To within a +--15%contingency factor, the approximate funding required is $710k in FY1992,
$1.050k in FY 1993 and $140k in FY 1994 for a total development costs of $1.9M. The fiscal year costs
breakdown is discussed in Section IV.E below.

D. Baseline Performance vs Projected Performance

There are no instruments capable of measuring, identifying, localizing and accurately quantifying
all radioactivites detectable in mixed-waste. Current practice in DOE for characterizing such wastes include
the three NDA techniques discussed in Section II. In the next paragraph we discuss the technical basis for
SGS, summarize its baseline performance and limitations, and discuss the A&P CT scanner's potential.

1. Current Technolgy vs. Proposed Technology

The SGS technique was designed to measure spatially averaged passive gamma-ray intensities of
either :z39pu or 235U, only two of the 13 actinide isotopes required by WlPP's waste acceptance criteria. A
typical passive measurement requires 100 seconds (s) for each 3.2-inch vertical section or segment of a
revolving drum. Ten such measurements complete an assay, which requires 1000s but measurement times
can be 3000s or longer. For the active measurement, a radiation source is used to obtain an integrated
average attenuation for the drum contents by rotating the drum continuously, and data is acquired for each
of the ten segments. This measurement also requires 1000s or longer; thus, 2000s to 6000s aanerequired
for a complete SGS measurement. The matrix attenuation values obtained from the transmission scans are
applied to each segment's average passive gamma-ray intensity, and the segment values summed to obtain
the total drum activity. Quoted precisions obtained for SGS assays of weapons grade (WG) Pu in 55-gal.
drums are +100% for <lg, +10% for 10g, and +3% for 30g [5]. The maximum allowable 239pu content
in a drum differs from site to site, but must be <200 grams to meet WIPP disposal requirements. For a
55-gal. drum containing 100 net kg of wastes, only 160 milligrams of 239pu are required to shift the drum
from the LLW to the TRU category. SGS as now practiced throughout DOE, is not capable of making an
accurate assay for such a small amount of 239pu.

The proposed 1-HPGe A&P CT system will measure most detected isotopes present in the drum,
which may include fission products, transuranic isotopes, and environmental radioactivities, lt is designed
to measure ali radioactivities, not just one or two specific isotopes. The ACT measurement uses multiple
monoenergetic gamma rays and a well-collimated source and detector to accurately determine the absolute
attenuation functions within the drum. Since this is not a spatially averaged attenuation measurement and
the active measurements are acquired close to the measured passive gamma-ray energies, more accurate
corrections can be applied for either homogeneous or heterogeneous matrices, i.e., no a priori information
about drum contents is required. We will also obtain well-collimated passive gamma-ray measurements
that localize the radioactivity resident within the drum; and most importantly, when these data are coupled
with the detailed attenuation functions from the ACT measurements, accurate and quantitative isotopic
identification and specific activities are determined.

The A&P CT measurement technology will be able to certify when mixed wastes are below the
LLW threshold, meet current certification regulations for LLW, and accurately quantify TRU wastes that
must be shipped to WIPP. The A&P CT system will also be able to identify those actinide wastes that
exceed WIPP limits. Preliminary results indicate we can detect amounts of 239pu below the 100nCi/gm
threshold value for LLW in a sand matrix in a 10,000s measurement, lt is important to note that the CT
measurements inherently require many more measurements than SGS. Thus, using only a single-detector
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A&P CT system, estimated measurment times may be from 2x to 4x longer than a 6000s SGS
measurement. However, our full-scale IMPACT :,,'stem, which will use 5-HPGe detectors, may reduce
this measurement time by a factor of 5 while at the same time providing minimum detectable levels for
most detected isotopes from 10 to as much as 50 times lower than those presently obtainable using SGS.

2. Cost Savings and Cost Effectiveness

A substantial reduction in waste disposal costs will be realized even if only a small percentage of
the GAO's estimated one million 55-gallon waste drums are assayed as not TRU [2]. Our visits to INEL,
ORNL and SRS revealed that 30% to 50% of their current throughput is LLW. Disposal costs for drums
certified as TRU exceed $2500/drum [2], while costs for drums certified as LLW amount to only $200 to
$300 per drum. Thus, cost savings are about $2000 per certified LLW drum; hence, 500,000 certified
LLW drums will save 1 billion dollars, or $50M per year for the next 20 years!

Demonstration of the proposed 1-HPGe-detector A&P CT system at SWEPP will be cost effective
if it eliminates the need to open drums with unknown contents while at the same time accurately certifying
the drum contents as LLW, TRU or otherwise. The full-scale system (IMPACT) will be even more cost
effective since it will be more sensitive and have a higher throughput than the 1-HPGe-detector system.
For example, if the total overall development cost for the A&PCT program including replacing the 1-
HPGe-detector system with IMPACT is $10M, then payback will occur after approximately 5000 drums
are certified as LLW.

3. Envisioned Performance Specifications and Limitations

lt has been demonstrated that CT improves the assay of heterogeneous waste [11-13]; therefore, it
can effectively assay all classes of waste. However, we will use HPGe-detector-based systems to further
improve energy resolution and assay accuracy, as well as identify most detected radioisotopes. Drum
throughput through the 1-HPGe-detector system will be more than 5x less than that through IMPACT.
The former demonstrates the proof-of-principle, the latter implements the technology. IMPACT will offer
a more automated scanning capability and will require fewer hands-on drum interactions. We project
about 1.5 hours will be required for an IMPACT scan, hence yield a throughput of 16 drums per day.
The useful life expectancy of such a system would be from one to three decades based on our experience
with many automated counting systems operating at LLNL since the late 1960's.

The 1-HGPGe-detector demonstration system will analyze 55-gallon drums, but will not be able to
assay crates, halt-boxes, and other odd-shaped containers. The proposed technology is not limited by the
principles of computed tomography, but are governed by the fundamental principles of physics. These
limitations arise from the waste form (very large crates) and/or waste type (highly attenuating waste
matrix, e.g., lead). Present assay techniques, PAN, SGS, and even CT depend on the detection of
radiations that originate within the wastes (passive mode) and determination of the attenuation caused by
the waste matrix (active mode). CT differs from SGS and PAN in that it offers the ability to measure the
attenuation of unknown heterogeneous matrices, localize any detectable radiations within the wastes, and
accurately correct an internal source strength for any overlying matrix attenuations. Thus, it is a better
technology to characterize wastes. The proposed CT scanner will meet current regulatory requirements
and includes the flexibility to increase NDA/NDE performance in the face of future more stringent
regulatory requirements. This flexibility resides in the drum scanner's components and its data acquisition
and image-analysis parameters. The future viability of any scanning technology may be limited more by
its ability to meet ever changing regulatory requirements than by instrument life expectancy.

E. Regulatory Requirements and Public Acceptance

There are regulatory requirements associated with the use of a radioactive source necessary to
carryout active CT scans, but these safety regulations are no more restrictive than those imposed on the use
of x-ray machines. At LLNL, we currently meet ali OSHA and other regulations in our routine active CT
scans. Such regulations protect personnel from inadvertent exposures to ionizing radiation.

We have no doubt that either the 1-HPGe- or the 5-HPGe-detector A&P CT drum scanner systems
as envisioned will be acceptable because medical and industrial CT scanners are used and accepted; and
SGS scanners are now used throughout DOE and elsewhere to carryout routine drum scans. Our single
detector A&P CT scanner or the more developed, turn-key drum scanner, IMPACT, will simply be one
more system that scans drums like the RTR, SGS and PAN units do now.
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IV. DEMONSTRATION REQUIREMENTS

A. Data Requirements

The A&P CT drum scanner will obtain quantitative radioisotopic inventories for a range of mixed-
waste densities. These data will establish the range over which it can accurately distinguish between LLW
and TRU. Such data will be needed to establish the minimum detectable levels versus waste density for
those fission product and transuranic isotopes that must be characterized for WIPP, transportation, and
LLW land-burial requirements. These data may also define the ability of the A&P CT drum scanner to
identify nonVOCs and heavy metals within mixed wastes. Both 2-D and 3-D ACT "maps" will be
obtained and these data, in concert with results from RTR and PAN, will establish the significance of
helfulness that the proposed A&P CT system will provide to the existing NDA techniques.

• The operating parameters for the A&P CT scanner need to be determined as was discussed in
section III.B and III.D. Waste characteristics for 55-gallon drum interrogation will vary from minimum
(plastic and paper materials -50kg/drum) to maximum drum weights allowable (<500kg). The
environmental conditions will be those that exist at the SWEPP facility. The A&P CT drum scanner will
require only minor modifications within the SWEPP working environment. One constraint is the necessity
for a local supply of liquid nitrogen to replenish that used by the HPGe detector(s).

To establish the quality and applicability of data obtained by the proposed drum scanner, a number
of sh._alated 55-gallon drums containing a selected range of wastes and isotopes will be assembled. With
known isotopic inventories and known waste contents, these simulated drums and a study of real waste
drums will help establish the operating parameters and range over which the A&P CT drum scanner can
differentiate between LLW and TRU wastes. To verify the results obtained by the drum scanner one or
two real waste drums may have to be disassembled to confirm the findings of the A&P CT drum scanner.
This would require the nearby availability of hot cells and/or glove boxes.

B. Operational Support Requirements

We visited the SWEPP facilitv and have verified that it has sufficient space to house either a 1-
HPGe-detector system or the IMPACT scanner. We need at least two 30-amp circuits to support normal
operation of the scanner. We also must have the supporting computer, data storage media and electronics
operate in a temperature controlled environment (heated and air conditioned room). The LN need has
already been mentioned. We believe SWEPP must provide operator(s) that will be trained by LLNL for
the 1-HPGe-detector A&P CT system, and technician support for periodic maintenance of the system.

C. Regulatory Requirements

The regulatory requirements Schedule for a 1-HPGe-Detector A&P CT Drum Scanner System [_i

will be minimum. As already _,,,,,2 _,,,,,3 _,,9, _,9_,. _v,_,:
discussed in section III.E, the drums ACTIVITY _ ,22,6B ,0 ,,2 2,,6 ,0,22,6 e,.0.22,6 e.:: -;;, _.

will be interrogated u:,ing a highly _e,_o
collimated radioactive source; so, _oo,,,_=,. ..--_'
suitable precautions would have to be Per_llling mm

put in piace to warn and protect local
personnel from the effects of this _,.-oo,e,,, -
ionizing radiation. We do not forsee s._°o,,oSWE_'

Readiness Review -,-,

any significant confining regulations I s.,._,R._,ew
at this time that would prevent imple- I _"_'°°mentation of either a 1- or 5-HPGe- - '

detector scanner system at INEL's ]ooe,_,,o._,,e,,_" _ _..........._,.:. ......
SWEPP facility, s_o,Dowo _ :_......

O,sassemNy i

D. Schedule Requirements [ ,
• Ke, l,,,,_e_=,-,e$ a,"o DeL,ve,aD,e_

Figure 7 shows in bar-chart ....
form a proposed schedule required to
implement and demonstrate a proto- Fig. 7. A proposed schedule in bar-chart form for deployment of a

type 1-HPGe detector A&P CT drum 1-HPGe detector A&P CT drum scanner system to INEL's SWEPP

scanner at the INEL/SWEPP facility, facility. The key milestones and deliverables are shown by asterisks.
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E. Funding Requirements

1. Requirements for a 1-HPGe-detector A &P CT Scanner System

Table I outlines the cost per fiscal year required to implement the proposed 1-HPGe-detector, A&P
CT drum scanner system at the INEL SWEPP facility. The stated costs are only accurate to about +15%.

TABLE I. PROJECTED COSTS (kS) FOR A I-HPGe DETECTOR A&P CT SCANNER AT SWEPP*

Fiscal Man- Cap. Other Site Util- TOTAL
Year power -t E__qgLt. Marls %. _____._.§ ities.§§ COSTS**

FY1992 300 350 60 - - 710

FY1993 600 - 250 195 5 1,050

FY 1994 120* - 20 - -* 140

_. Manpower: LLNL manpower costs include costs for scientist, technicians and labor.
*: Capital Eqpt: Motorized drum platform; computer, memory, keyboard/terminal and printer.
*.'_. Other Materials: HPGe(s); Pb-stainless steel shield; A CT radiation source; supplies and expenses.
§ Site Prep: Projected costs for SWEPP to prepare for A&P CT scanner demonstration.
3§ Utilities: Projected electrical and LN supply costs.
*Note: SWEPP manpower and utility costs to operate the 1-HPGe A&P CT scanner in FY94 are not included in Table 1.
** These total costs are within a +_15%contingency.

2. Requirements for IMPACT, a 5-HPGe-detector Scanner System

We believe that it is essential to begin ,

planning implementation of a 5-HPGe- Conde,sed Schedule to Deliver IMPACT, a 5-HPGe-Oelector Syslem ['_

detector scanner system even as the _,9, _...9: _.9_° _v_,_. =_._,
effort begins to deploy our I-HPGe- ACTIVITY _0,22,6_.0,2 2,6e1.::_:,,__, :,_2,_,':':;,:

detector system. A preliminary and t i
brief schedule for the deployment of o_ _..,_.s,_,_.

Construe; 1

IMPACT to SWEPP is seen in Fig 8. P,_,o_.., _," ,

iIMPACT mi' LLNL" iThe program to develop a 5- o,,....
HPGe-detector scanner system must ,M..CT,oS_P_" ._.z'
begin in parallel with the effort that _,_,o,M,,_,o,,o. !
develops the 1-HPGe detector system,

Key Mllestorle an(:l I_hveral::)le5

because the former is significantly more =
complex and ambitious in its construc-
tion requirements.We would begin a two Fig. 8. Proposed schedule in bar-chart form for deployment of IMPACT,
and a-half year R&D program (thru FY94) a 5-HPGe detector A&P CT drum scanner system for the SWEPP facility
that develops a 5-detector A&P CT at INEL. The key milestones and deliverables are shown by asterisks.
drum scanner system in FY1993. We
would optimize the performance of this prototype in FY1994, during the last year of the R&D effo_, but
concurrently begin the first year of a two-year demonstration, test and evaluation (DT&E) program.
During year one of the DT&E (FY 1994) we purchase all required components and develop a mere turn-
key scanner, IMPACT, which would be installed at SWEPP during FY1995 with initial operational
training provided during the final quarter of FY1995. Note that installation occurs shortly after the 1-
.'-ht'Ge system has been tested at SWEPP for about one year. LLNL would train SWEPP personnel to
operate IMPACT and join the SWEPP staff in optimizing IMPACT's performance.

" The funding required for this option is" $900k in FY 1992; $1,200k in FY 1993; $1,800 in FY 1994;
$1,500 in FY1995; and $400k in FY1996; a 5-year effort for $5.8M. The costs breakdown is:

FY 1992 = $500k in FTE costs + $400 in expense costs (5 H_PGe detectors; a Sun computer system).

FY 1993 = $800k in FrE costs + $400 in expense costs (a motorized drum platform; an active source;
and control hardware).

FY 1994 = $800k in FTE costs + $1,000k expense costs ( 5 HPGe detectors; a motorized drum platform;
a Sun computer system; $60k for active source; and a Pb shield design/fabrication).

FY!995 = $600k in FTE costs + $900k in expense costs (SWEPP prep costs; delivery and installation).

F'f1996 = $400k in FTE costs.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The proposed A&P CT technology and other promising technologies [14-17] are needed by all
DOE sites that generate wastes containing radioactivity. These sites must certify that their wastes are either
low level (LLW) or transuranic (TRU). Each category of wastes must meet different disposal, burial and
transportation (DOT) regulations, while TRU wastes must also meet WIPP's waste acceptance criteria.
The proposed A&P CT scanner will be able to assay quantitatively and accurately the amount of LLW
and/or TRU isotopic content in 30- to 96-gallon waste drums without prior knowledge of drum contents.
!n addition, the A&P CT drum scanner may offer the possibility of identifying the presence of nonvolatile
organic compounds and heavy metals without opening the drum. Clearly, it has broad applicability across
the DOE complex and once successfully demonstrated can be commercially developed, marketed and

• installed at all DOE sites.

IMPACT is a better waste assay technology relative to SGS because more and larger HPGe
detectors are used, and the proposed A&P CT drum scanner offers minimum detection limits 10 to 50
times lower than those obtained by the SGS technique. Detection limits for most of the radioactivities
detected, not just the TRU isotopes, will be lower. Furthermore, most detected activities will be identified
and their assay errors may be up to ten times lower than those for SGS. In addition, rcsults from the A&P
CT drum scanner might be used to improve the PAN assay correction values for drum matrix hetero-
geneity. Finally, this new technology offers an excellent probability of identifying the presence of
nonVOCs and heavy metals nondesmactively, i.e., without opening the waste container.

lt is a cheaper way of assaying containerized wastes. If it delivers all that is promised, then fewer
drums will have to be opened to verify their contents, lt will also save disposal costs when the cost of
full-scale IMPACT units are amortized over the many years to be spent in shipping drums to WIPP
because fewer drums will be declared TRU. Once DOE's decontamination and decommissioning (D&D)
program is fully implemented, IMPACT will also certify those D&D wastes that are indeed LLW and
clearly differentiate them from those wastes that are TRU. Hence, LLW D&D wastes will be disposed of
at significantly reduced costs.

Once passive CT technology matures, and certainly if envisioned 3-D or cone-beam CT imaging
becomes practical, future A&P CT drum scanners will offer even faster drum scan times than those
currently being used for SGS assays, and it will offer considerably improved accuracy.

The proposed A&P CT drum scanner technology will be safer because it will accurat."ly identify
drum contents; and perhaps ali material attenuations and effective atomic numbers, whether radioactive or
not, can be quantified. Such information eliminates the need for invasive inspections of drums with either
known or unknown contents. Clearly, if fewer drums must be opened, then both exposure dose and risks
to drum inspection personnel are reduced. Automation of routine drum scanning in the SWEPP facility
will further reduce personnel exposures. So, the A&P CT technology helps DOE meet the as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) objective in waste assay certification handling. Finally, the non-DOE
public will benefit from this new technology once commercial versions of IMPACT are marketed and
deployed for use by hospitals, reactors, state agencies, regulatory agencies and low level disposal sites.
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